Digital Project Manager – Role
We’re looking for a highly capable, experienced Digital Project Manager to join our growing team.
We’re a fast-paced growth marketing agency with a strong team ethos and a commitment to
delivering outstanding solutions for our clients, all of whom share a growth-focused mindset.
Your purpose is two-fold:
To give our clients a first-class service, advising and guiding them so that they get the best possible
outcome from our interventions.
To scope, plan and manage the delivery of digital projects - so that they are delivered on time and to
budget, with full transparency throughout.
In order to achieve your objectives, you will:
Work with our whole team – supporting our delivery teams to work to maximum effectiveness and
ensuring our Directors have a clear understanding of WIP, client status and financial performance.
Be our client’s main point of contact on live projects, keeping them updated at every stage.
Understand and interpret their needs and communicte these to our delivery team.
The day to day:
Scoping and planning digital delivery; web builds and bespoke integrations, from inception to
completion.
• Acting as the key contact for some of our clients, and as a ‘back-up’ contact for others
• Trafficking work through the business, using software such as Teamwork (our project
management software) and Trello to ensure best use of resource and that all KPI’s and project
milestones are met
• Continuously improving our working methods and processes to improve our profitability
• Regularly updating key stakeholders on project status
• Managing project budgets and time allocations, and proactively managing changes and
challenges to keep projects on track. This will include providing detailed management info at
regular intervals, weekly project pulse meetings and early identification of potential project
overruns, to allow timely intervention
• Reporting to the Directors to keep them informed across agreed KPIs
•

To achieve this, you’ll need:
• To build exceptional client & colleague relationships, based on trust and respect
• Experience of successfully managing complex digital marketing projects from brief through to ontime and in-budget delivery, whilst maintaining exceptional client relationships throughout
• Outstanding written and verbal communication skills with excellent presentation, report writing
and data analysis capabilities
• A good appreciation of marketing disciplines and technologies, such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript
• The ability to work under pressure, change direction when required and work on a range of
projects at the same time

Qualifications you’re likely to hold:
Educated to degree level or equivalent
Project management certification (desirable)

•
•

r//evolution is flexible, dynamic and ambitious with a client-centric ethos. As such it is impossible to
list all the responsibilities and duties you will be asked to perform, but this description provides a
reference point for the core responsibilities.
r//evolution’s offices are in Gateshead, Tyne & Wear and Spinningfields, Manchester. We are
currently working remotely, and this is likely to continue for the coming months. After that we will
develop a blend of office & home working according to circumstances. Some travel to client’s
premises is likely to be required once more normal working practices resume.
We are offering the following benefits;
This newly created role is an exciting opportunity for an ambitious team player who brings out the
best in colleagues and builds a high degree of trust in clients. This is an exciting time for r//evolution,
with digital transformation high on many business’s agendas. The right individual will find significant
scope to grow this role, which we see as fundamental to our continues success.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A competitive salary
The opportunity to progress within r//evolution's structure
20 days holidays (plus 3 discretionary days over the Christmas period)
A positive, supportive, results focused working environment
A varied role, with the ability to mould our Development service offer
Pension
Health Insurance
CPD time allocation

If you are interested in this exciting opportunity, please submit your CV to gill@r-evolution.co.uk,
together with a cover letter outlining your suitability for the role.
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